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Introduction:

Inottruck logging operation the type of road used

and its cost is a major factor in the success of the logging

operation. The purpose of this thesis is to show methods of

construction and surface type of roads now successfully "being

used in Oregon Douglas fir logging operations.

Most of the information in this thesis was gained

in the field "by visiting various Oregon logging operations.

I am indebted to several logging engineers and managers for

much of this information, but they requested that I do not

use their «ames of their companies in connection with the

cost statements and construction methods. The operations

that I visited were in Clatsop, Lincoln, Polk, Benton,

Curry and Linn counties.

Local conditions in each of these cojmties influ

enced the surface type and gereral construction of logging

roads in the area. In Curry county most of the roads were

surfaced with river gravel. This material was available in

large quantities near each of the operations that were visited

in that area. All areas are not so fortunate as to have this

ready source of surfacing material, but must secure rock from

pits or deposits at varying distances from the operations.

In countyy where rock is scarce and the land is soft it is

often necessary to construct plank road into the timber.

The availability of surfacing material is a major factor in

the cost of a logging road.

There are other factors in determining the type of

surface to be used. The amount of timber to be transported

from the area is a major one. If the volume is small the
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operator can usually wait until dry weather before starting

to lop-. If this is the case the road may often he of dirt.

A dirt road is considerably cheaper to construct than a road

with a. rock or plank surface. If the operation is to last

through the wet weather it is usually necessary to rock or

pl^nS . One operator stated that if more than ten million

feet of timber is to come out of the area the roads should

he rocked.

A list of satisfactorjr surface conditions was secur-
"Truck Trail"

ed from the Forest Service "Engineer's Handbook", Forth Pac

ific Region 193:7). They are as follows;

1. A surface equal to that resulting from scar

ifying, shaping loosened material with grader, settlement

and compaction by nature and traffic.

2. Hard and well compacted. An even mixture of the

different constituents of the road material.

3. Reasonably smooth. Without well defined ruts.

""here ruts are unavoidahle because of cost of removing or

the nature of the road material, they should he shallow and

wide. ;'•'*'

4. Ho holes, protruding rocks, or other irregular

ities. Or if unavoidable on account of cost or other reasons,

not sufficient in amount to cause the driver to reduce the

speed which would otherwise he possible.

5. A uniform shaping of surface along a stretch of

road. 'There a change of shape is made because of drainage

etc, make the transition easy and not abrupt.
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In regards to the surface, care should he taken:

1. Hank the curves the right amount and direction.

2. Avoid excessive inslope or outslope.

3. Avoid using the wrong crown.

Spreading or Placing Material:

Placing of surface materials should commence at the

point nearest the production plant, and progress away from the

plant, first in one direction to the end of the project and

then in the other direction. Trucks are to break tracks in

order to obtain as much rolling action as possible for compac

ting.

Upon the trenched section of roadbed already pre

pared, surfacing materials should be evenly spread to such-

a depth as is specified for ea.ch course. The base course

should he spread, with filler if necessary, and compacted be

fore the middle course. T^e top course should he spread with

such filler as required.

By controlling speed of truck and width of opening

of tail gate, material can he spread in a uniform manner.

Each truck load of surfacing material should he spread over

a predetermined distance to provide the desired thickness.

Trucks should not dump the materials in piles and depend on

hand labor to distribute, however shovels and rakes may be

resorted to, to finish off the spotted sections.

Filler:

Clean gravel or crushed rock will not consolidate

or bond without a limited, amount of clay or loam being

added. This may be -one at the point of loading the crushed
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Excellent surfaced logging roads in the Cascades
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rock or gravel, or preferably after the gravel or crushed

rock is spread upon the roadway before finishing or leveling

is done.

The necessary amount is determined by trial.—

Usually about lOf, to 25$ of the volume of surfacing material.

The filler should he free from large lumps or clods and vege

table matter. The filler should also he thoroughly mixed

with the surfacing material. After the filler has been in

corporated satisfactorily, the materials should be spread

over roadway in a uniform layer, and then brought to crown

and grade.

Choosing Rock for the Road:

loggers must often use any kind of rock that is

available near their operation, mainly for economic reasons.

Hauling rock increases cost more than diredtly with the length

of ha.ul in miles. A logger should be careful to choose the

correct rock or his road surface may suffer a break down.

On one operation the logger had success in using

a soft rock that under traffic hound together almost like

concrete, hut on a spur road not far distant he used so^t

rock from another pit/ This latter rock turned to mud after

hauling was started. Care should be taken in the study of

a rock type before determining its suitability for a road

surface material.

Concerning Main Line Roads:

Main line roads up to 26 feet wide are an asset to

any large logging operation. Although a road of this size

increases construction costs it has several distinct advan

tages. It aids in keeping the traffic moving at a faster rate.
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Empty trucks do not have to wait at turnouts to let the

loaded trucks go by. Where many trucks are being used a

wide main line road will save considerable time. On a

wide road the trucks are not travelling in the same tracks

all of the time and help prevent break down of the road.

Gravel can then be spread thinner on the road.

Super Elevation:

On high speed main line logging roads it is often

necessary to have super elevation. The amour, varies with

the speed of the trucks and the sharpness of the curves.

On spur roads or roads with very sharp curves

roads should have a reverse super elevation on the curves.

The methods of obtaining this type of elevation vary. Some

operators have their roads graded with the reverse super put

in, while other operators believe in constructing the road

flat and let the action of the trucks produce their own reverse

super elevation. The amount varies from no reverse super

to a foot.

Super elevation on a road with sharp curves tends

to let the driver take the inside of the curve. Often the

road suffers a break down at the curve. The reverse super

holds the trailer to follow the outside of the road and help

prevent a "break down at the curves.

Amount of Rock and Cost:

On main line roads in the fir region the base rock

is usually spread up to 18 inches deep. The amout of crushed

rock varies from a sprinkling to several inches. The total

amount of rock varies from about 75 cu. yds. to 175 cu.yds



per 100 foot station.

Rocked spur showing reverse super elevation

The cost of base and crushed rock varies with dif

ferent logging operation. Rock costs even vary considerably

on the same operation. Where river gravel is obtainable

close to the road to be surfaced the cost consists only of

the loading and hauling charges. Where the rock must be
due

quarried the costs rise>vto blasting and machinery usage.

Curry county loggers are favored by the presence of much

river gravel that is relatively easy to handle. In the Cas

cades mjilch of the rock has to be quarried.

Different operators stated that their rock cost at

the bunker(base rock) were $0.35 and #0.256 per cu.yd.. This

shows that on a well rocked road the cost for rock alone can

go into the thousands of dollars per mile. Most well rocked

roads require about one cu. yd. to the lineal foot of road.

Cuts and Fills:

When building a main line road it is often worth
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Portahle rock crusher used in the Cascades. This

crusher is moved on three sets of siids. Kering cost is

about ^,500 including resetting up of the equipment.
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the added excavation expense to place the road entirely in

cut. By that I mean do not let the road center line be at

zero cut on sloping ground. On a road that is half cut and

half fill the fill often sluffs away after a short usage.

The main reason for this is that in logging road construction

the operator cannot usually wait until the road has had enough

time to settle.

vHkW

J:~ .' \ : • ,'-•• ':v*iv~

Main line road that was constructed in half cut and

half fill. After a few years heavy usage the fill slipped

and caused considerable break down. The repair work on this

type of break down is expensive

When making fills the following precautions should

be taken. Do not permit any material except clean earth and

r*ck in the fill. Wood chunks or vegetative matter rots out

rapidly and catacombs the fill resulting in a road break down,

Large rocks and stumps should never be permitted ina fill.

Large flat rocks and stumps have a tendency to float to the
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surface of the fill and break through the road surface. An

obstacle that this material often produces slows traffic and

is hard on equipment as well as distnnbs the smooth surface

of the road.

Road in deep cut

Well sloped cut with good drainage
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Maintenance:

The road surface is usually maintained by grading

with a road patrol or a grader similar to those in use by

county road departments. The cost for these units new is

around five to six thousand dollars. A road that is well

maintained permits tfaffic to move faster, is easier on the

trucks and costs very little to keep in good shape. Main

tenance costs are so slight that most operators do not keep

record of them as to cost per thousand board feet.

Drainage:

Drainage on main line roads is an important factor

on the life of the roads. Sufficient ditching should be con

structed so as to carry off the water of the rainy season. If

not properly ditched a road can suffer considerable errosion

in a short while and also permit the water to soften the road

so that hauling would be impossible. Along with the ditches

enough culverts should be placed to carry streams and other

waterflow away from the road to prevent abuse of the ditches.

Time for construction:

The best time for road construction is in the dry

months of the year. When the ground is dry it takes less mat

erial to form a hard surface for bearing loads than when

the ground is wet and soft. With soft ground in many local

ities it is impossible to place enough rock to produce a hard

surface. The wet ground literally swallows the rock. Even

after dry weather arrives a road that is constructed in the

wet season often never dries out completely due to the sur

facing material. Several of the logging engineers that I have

xold me that it is cheaper and more satisfactory to nulla the
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roads in the dry season.

Plank Roads:

In areas where rock is scarce or the ground is swampy

many loggers find that plank roads are very satisfactory. Plank

roads in Oregon are generally of the fore and aft type. First

sills of heavy plank or poles are laid along the road bed long

itudinally. Then ties are laid across the sills very similar

to railroad ties. The dimensions of the ties are gererally

4Mby6"bylO' and larger. Three by ten planking is then laid

longitudinally oft the ties. The planks are laid three wide

on the the road tangents for each side of the truck and on

sharp curves as much width as necessayy. Turnouts should be

placed at close enough intervals to insure a steady flow of

traffic. Different size planking is used according to the

ideas »f the operator.

An unusual type of plank road is being used in the

Coos Bay area. The longitudinals are 4"by 6" with the narrow

edge up and laminated to the required width. These members

are spiked from the sides to each other and the ties and into

the ties producing a surface without protruding spike heads/

The cost on this road is equivalent to a high grade rock road»

On wet or frosty days a plank road is very slick.

To prevent accidents and provide better traction short strands

of old wire rope are stapled cross wise on the grades. Sand

ing helps to some extent.

In British Columbia an operator is using a road where

plank five inches thick and up to 24" wide is being laid

directly on and at right angles to the roadbed.
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The planks are mostly eighteen feet in length, but are up to

forty feet on the curves and turnouts. The planks creep a

little on the grades, and must be replaced at intervals.

Plank roads are easy on equipment and are quite fast.

Plank and labor cost is fairly high in construction. Even

with higher cost the plank should be of sufficient size to

hold up under the loads carried.

Atlas road maintainer used in Cascade operation
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Costs:

Costs are for the surfacing of a ten mile stretch

of main line logging road in the North Santiam area. This

road is 26 ft. wide and was used for several years before

the oiling process.

Before oiling 1200 cu.yds. of ine inch minus crushed

rock was sprinkled and graded on the roadbed.

1200 cu. yds. 1" minus crushed rock $1200.00

Hauling and spreading with rented trucks 550.50

Dumping and supervision 122.79

Gas and oil 28.40

Depreciation on trucks 247.52

Drivers on company trucks 217.88

Maintainer for three days 62.39

Boom men 88.16

Total #1377.64

Loading gravel for the job:

Depreciation on the shovel | 62.50

Shovel operator 78.33

Pit man 49.85

Moving shovel 66.50

Gas and oil for job 22.60

Total $ 279.78

Other costs on the oiling job:

23,000 gallons road oil #1663.04

County oiler 120.75
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Costs:

Tank tender $ 122.50

Oil pump 19.25

Roller and tractor 164.00

Lafror on County oiler- driver and 51.75

oil buck 43.13

Rent on company equipment:

Tender 41.93

Loading donkey plus puncher at 72.00

#1.50/hour

Maintainer 157.00

Gas and oil 14.00

Company labor and supervision:

Tender driver 41.39

Pump operator 44.66

Fireman on donkey 67.45

Total

Grand Total #5479.77

Cost per mile: | 547.977

This job was completed in three days during August

1942. Since then a total of 70,000 gal. of road oil has been

placed on the road. Maintenance goes on whenever the sun dries

out the road.
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Costs:

Main line and spur road costs of an operator in

the Cascades. /9-4o -J942

The roadbed is 14 ft. wide and the surfacing

material is pit run rock from 12" to 16" deep. Turn outs

near curves.

Cost by 100 foot stations:

Stump shooting per station including

powder,labor, caps and fuses # 7.23

Right of way falling and bucking 3.47

Grading bulldozing and culverts 48.44

Total per station # 59.14

Cost per mile #3222.59

Costs for 7,950 ft. of road (rocked spur)

Rock and hauling cost #1687.35

Loading and checking 605.93

Additional gravel in August 118.36

Total cost #2411.64

Cost per mile #1609.00

Cost on 1,045 stations- per station:

Right of way falling and bucking # 11.60

Construction, powder, cat, labor 41.00

Pit run rock at #0.256/ cu.yd. 19.20

Total per station # 71.80

Cost per mile $3790.—
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